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Introduction

LinkedIn is a powerful social platform for connecting with people, showcasing your skills,
and building your personal brand.

Whether you’re a professional looking to enhance your career or an entrepreneur looking
to expand your business, LinkedIn will be the perfect place for you.

This guide will help you set up and optimize your LinkedIn profile, post content that
engages your audience, and network effectively.

Let’s start!
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How to Set Up Your LinkedIn Profile?

You probably already have your personal LinkedIn profile set up. If not, there are plenty of
guides on how to do that on the web, but wewill also quickly cover the basics here.

To make it easier for you, we’ve prepared a checklist of the most important steps for
creating a great profile:

Choose the right profile picture
Your profile picture is the first thing that people will see when they visit your
profile, somake sure it’s professional and represents your brandwell.

Upload a banner
A banner image is a great way to showcase your brand or highlight your skills and
accomplishments.

Make sure your profile is 100% filled
A complete profile gives off a better impression and makes it easier for people to
find you and understand what you do. Use keywords in your profile to help people
find youwhen they search for specific topics or skills.

Enable creatormode
This feature gives you more creative control over your profile and allows you to
showcase your work and expertise in a visually appealing way.

Write a catchy tagline
Your tagline is a brief description of who you are and what you do. Make sure it’s
attention-grabbing and reflects your brand.
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Claim your customURL
Customizing your LinkedIn URL makes it easier for people to find you and makes
your profile lookmore professional.

Add highlights and your best posts to the top of your profile page
Highlighting your best posts and adding them to the top of your profile page helps
people see your best work first andmakes a great first impression.

Leverage your network
Leverage your connections by asking for endorsements and recommendations. This
can help boost your credibility and establish you as an expert in your field.
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Most of these steps, such as uploading a good picture and filling out your profile, are
pretty basic and self-explanatory, and you’ve probably done them already.What youmight
not have done yet, though, is switch your profile into creator mode.
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What is creatormode?

Creator mode on LinkedIn is a setting that allows you to create and publish content in a
variety of formats, with a focus on boosting its performance and building a following.

As a LinkedIn creator, you can share the topics you regularly post about and highlight your
top-performing posts, making it easier for other users to find and follow your content.

Creator mode also lets you add more information about yourself, including links to
websites and social media accounts. You can even include samples of your work if they’re
relevant to your career goals. This can give the people in your network a better idea of
who you are as a professional andwhat makes you stand out.

Additionally, this setting will allow you to gather more insights and data about how your
posts are performing. According to JustConnecting’s 2022 research, this feature on
average provides 15–35%more reach on your posts.
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How toUse LinkedIn Statistics?

Data collection about the performance of your posts will be an important step in your
personal branding strategy. It’ll help you assess what works and what doesn’t, what
resonates with your audience, andwhich experiments are worth repeating.

Thanks to creator mode, you can easily access LinkedIn’s built-in analytics for the
content performance feature.

It’ll allow you to track impressions and engagement on your posts up to a year prior. You
can also analyze which demographics view your content most frequently using filters such
as industry or location. You can even check which companies’ employees engage with and
view your content themost.
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These statistics are most likely everything you’ll need in the beginning; however, themore
seriously you approach your personal branding on LinkedIn, the more data you’ll need.
Luckily, there are plenty of tools youmay use for additional data scraping.

Depending on what you want to track, there is most likely an automated solution for it
available already. Some datamight still need to be gatheredmanually, though, especially in
the beginning. If you’re wondering what to track in addition to the basic stats provided by
LinkedIn, comments and non-company likes are great for the early stages of your personal
branding journey.

LinkedIn provides a wealth of data and statistics that can help you understand your
audience and improve your engagement on the platform. By analyzing this data, you can
learn more about your followers, track your post performance, and make data-driven
decisions to improve your personal brand.
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How to Post on LinkedIn?

Content ideas

Creating content is an important part of building your personal brand on LinkedIn.
Knowing where to start may be difficult, but the good news is that there are many topics
you canwrite about that’ll resonate with your audience.

To get started, think about the types of LinkedIn posts you enjoy reading the most. Is it
super technical content or articles written by tech leaders with decades of experience?
Since you enjoy them, it’s likely others will, too.

A helpful tip for generating content ideas is to write about topics you’d like to see in your
own feed. This’ll help you stay true to your interests and values, which is essential for
building a genuine personal brand. If you’re still unsure about what to write, we’ve
compiled a list of topics for you to consider:

● Yourmotivations
● Your personal life and relatable thoughts
● Your successes and joys
● Your failures and lessons you’ve learned
● Your professional challenges and how you overcame them
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Remember, the key to successful personal branding on LinkedIn is authenticity. Don’t be
afraid to share your unique perspective and the topics that are important to you. Over
time, you’ll be able to recognize which topics perform best within your network and adjust
your content.

Writing your post

Writing engaging content that resonates with your audience can be a challenging task.
After all, there are people who make an entire career out of it! Luckily, there are a few
simple steps you can take tomake the process easier andmore effective.

By following the framework below, you’ll be able to organize your thoughts and ideas into
a cohesive and valuable post that’ll help build your personal brand and attract new
connections and opportunities.
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The PASTOR framework:

1) Problem
Start by highlighting the problem your post will address. This should be a pain point
or challenge your audience is likely facing.

2) Amplify
Amplify the problem by going into more detail and providing examples. This’ll help
your audience understand the severity of the issue and how it might be impacting
them.

3) Story
Share a story that illustrates how you or someone else has faced this problem in the
past. This should be a personal story that helps humanize the issue and make it
more relatable.

4) Transformation
Describe the transformation that occurred as a result of facing the problem. This
should be a positive outcome or lesson learned that’ll inspire your audience.

5) Offer
Provide an offer or solution to help your audience overcome the problem. This
could be a product or service you offer, or simply a piece of advice or tip they can
apply in their own lives.

6) Response
Encourage your audience to respond by asking a question, inviting them to share
their own experiences, or providing a call to action.
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By following the PASTOR framework, you can create LinkedIn posts that are informative,
impactful, and inspiring.

You don’t need to follow a framework for each post you write, but it’s good to keep a few
general tips in mind. For example, you should always try to begin your post with an
attention-grabbing statement or question, a.k.a. the hook. The goal is to hook your
audience andmake themwant to keep reading.

No matter what, make sure your post provides value to your audience. Whether it’s a
helpful tip or a thought-provoking idea, your audience should feel like they’ve gained
something from reading your post.

Personal branding is all about your point of view, so don’t be afraid to share your thoughts
and opinions on a given topic. Don’t try to be someone you’re not and offer insights in your
own voice. One tried-and-tested approach here is to provide a fresh take on a common
issue.
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If you’d like to know more about creating your own persona with a unique voice, read
our Introduction to Personal Branding for Tech Leaders article. It’ll explain how to go
about creating a unified brand identity for yourself.

Each post you write should end with a CTA—a call to action. The CTA could be anything,
from asking your audience to share their thoughts in the comments section to inviting
them to connect with you.

LinkedIn best practices

LinkedIn, like any other social media platform, has its own set of rules and best practices.
So, what should you avoid and what should you do? Here are some general insights into
what works and what doesn’t when it comes to LinkedIn posting, based on our experience
as well as JustConnecting’s 2022 research.

● Keep it short
LinkedIn posts are meant to be short and to the point. Use short paragraphs, bullet
points, and subheadings to make your post more scannable. Try to aim for
1,000–1,500 characters.

● Use visuals
Posts with photos tend to have a better reach than text posts, so try incorporating
different graphics. Text-only posts are good, too, but using visuals like images,
infographics, or videos canmake your post more engaging andmemorable.

● Avoid toomany links
Don’t post too many external links—LinkedIn doesn’t like its users leaving the site.
If you often post links, try putting them in the comments. Additionally, it’s a good
practice to shorten your URLs.
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● Tagging
If you’re talking about a person or company, tag them to boost reach, but avoid
tagging people you don’t know. Also, never tagmore than 15 people at once.

● Sharing is caring
Sharing posts by other people tends to have low engagement, so don’t rely on this
for the main part of your content. Reposts and shares do bring additional audience
to the original posts, though, so it’s a great way to support your favorite creators.

● Use hashtags
At the end of each post you write, try to use around 5 hashtags to help potential
readers find your content. Don’t use fewer than 3 and more than 10. You can also
check what hashtags are trending tomake sure you use the best ones.

● Don’t post toomuch
Spamming with content isn’t going to get you anywhere. 1 post per day and 3 posts
per week are ideal.

● Watch out for emojis
Using emojis can really help with the readability of your post; however, LinkedIn
can penalize posts that contain toomany of them. Try to stay below 10.

Posting frequency

The frequency of your posts depends on you, but consistency is key. Try picking a specific
day and time (e.g. once a week, on Wednesdays at 12 p.m.) so that people who follow you
get used to seeing your posts regularly.

If you feel like it, you can also post more frequently, even daily, but make sure your posts
always feel fresh and non-repetitive. Try creating a schedule with a different topic for each
day. Here is a sample schedule of one of LinkedIn’s top creators:
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Best time to post

According to available data, the best time to post on LinkedIn is between 8 a.m. and 12
p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. But remember, it’s more important to post
at all rather than to post during particular hours!
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How to ApproachNetworking on LinkedIn?

Networking is important in any field, and especially important when it comes to
developing your personal brand.

LinkedIn appreciates it when we connect with others; after all, that’s what it’s for! When
you interact with other people’s posts, your own content is more likely to gain traction.

According to Richard van der Bloom, engaging with other people’s posts can increase the
reach of your own posts by around 20%. So, after you’ve published a post, make sure to
check out your feed and interact with what’s there.

Not only should you post yourself, but you should also comment on others’ posts and
respond to comments left under yours.

Comments are extremely important because they’re one of the primary determinants of
how valuable LinkedIn considers your post after X amount of time has passed.

When commenting on a post, ensure that your comments are relevant to the topic. Engage
in discussion with other commenters and the post’s author.

Ask questions, provide thoughtful insights, and contribute to the conversation. This will
help you establish yourself as an expert in your field and build credibility.
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It’s also very important to respond to the comments left under your own content. Try to
recognize every person who took the time out of their busy schedule to read what you
posted and leave their own thoughts. You might even establish some meaningful
connections this way.
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When sending a connection request, personalize your message. Mention why you’re
interested in connecting and how you think it could be of mutual benefit.

Once someone accepts your connection request, thank them for connecting with another
message. This is an excellent opportunity to strike up a conversation and build a
relationship.
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And what if no one in your network is posting about the topics that matter to you? Don’t
worry. You can use LinkedIn’s search function to find people who are relevant to your
industry or interests. Look for people who have similar backgrounds or work in related
fields.

Once you find 3–5 big-name accounts in your niche, click the notification bell for their
content. When you get notified of their posts, leave a thoughtful, meaningful comment.
You’ll notice that most of the big accounts try to reply to every comment, but being one of
the first people to leave onewill bemost likely to turn into an actual conversation.
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Final Thoughts

As you conclude your journey through this Expert Guide to Personal Branding on LinkedIn,
we hope you feel empowered to leverage the platform to build your brand and achieve
your professional goals.

You should now have a better understanding of how to optimize your profile, create
engaging content, and effectively network with others. However, it’s important to
remember that LinkedIn is a dynamic platform, and there’s always more to learn. Keep
exploring, growing, and experimenting—it’s bound to pay off.

Personal branding is an ongoing process, and it takes time and effort to build a strong
online presence. Continuously monitor your progress andmake adjustments as necessary.
By consistently showing up on the platform and sharing your unique perspective, you’ll
build a community of like-minded individuals and expand your professional network.

We encourage you to put the tips and strategies outlined in this guide into practice and
continue to experiment and learn as you build and refine your personal brand on LinkedIn.
Feel free to share your progress with us via social media. Remember that you can always
reach out to us in case you have any questions.

At STXNext, we pride ourselves on supporting tech leaders and their growth.With almost
20 years of experience under our belt, we’ll bemore than happy to help you in your next
software development venture!
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Locations

Poznań (HQ)

Mostowa 38

61-854 Poznań, Poland

+48 61 610 01 92

Wrocław

Olsztyn

Katowice 

Łódź

Hague (Netherlands)

Hire an exclusive

Python development team

Accelerate your software project with Europe’s largest Python software house. 

For companies with big projects and fast deadlines.

Team Extension

Additional developers or experts supporting

  your development efforts within 14 days

End-to-End Development

Full development team taking your project all the way 

from discovery to deployment

Consulting & Expertise

Solving your problems or improving your product 

with the help of subject matter experts

projects delivered

750+ 3.5+ years
average partnership

17+ years
market experience

300+
clients served

550+
professionals on board

6.5+ years
average experience of our developers

JS & Mobile

Developers

Testers

Agile & Scrum

Product Design

Management

DevOps

Recruitment
Administration

Python

Developers

Ready to empower any project 

with well-reviewed code 

and a results-driven Agile process

Over 400

developers



Resources
Arm yourself with the expert knowledge you need to successfully deliver software projects. 


Get free in-depth resources, templates, and checklists—all based on 17+ years 

of software development experience.

Guides

Reports and case studies

Ebooks

discover more

The Global CTO 
Survey 2021

Report

S u r v e y  r e s u l t s  &  i n s i g h t s

How tails.com 

Built a New Cat 
Food Subscription 
Business Line 
from Kick-Off 

to MVP in Under 

3 Months

CASE STUDY

How LUMICKS 
Validated and Built 

a Platform to Help 
Researchers 
Analyze Diseases 

at the Single-
Molecule Level

CASE STUDY

Evalueserve IPR&D 
Names 2020 

“Best Year Ever 

for Product 

Innovation” 

by Outsourcing 
Their IP Intelligence 
Platform

CASE STUDY

Get actionable business results fast 
by taking full advantage of the vast 

possibilities outsourcing offers


to C-level executives.

A Practical Guide

to Outsourcing 
Software 
Development

Find out how Python compares

to other popular languages


and decide if it’s the best choice


for your software project.

Python vs. Other 
Programming 
Languages

Everything you need to know about 
growing your software development 

teams—both onsite and remote.

The Ultimate 
Guide to Hiring 
Software 
Developers

The C-Level Guide 
to Software 
Development 
Nearshoring

Minimize the risks and maximize 
the benefits by outsourcing


your software development


efforts close to home.

From training through benefits

to paid leave, the cost of adding


new members to your team


is never just the salary.

The True Cost 

of Hiring In-House 
Developers

Discover why Python is such a great fit

for so many industries and what


areas of technology or business


it benefits the most.


What Is Python 
Used for?

Become a great leader by leveraging 
the huge experience of tech 

leadership experts who have spent 

years managing and growing teams.

Tech Leaders Hub: 
Management

& Growth

Start your new role as CTO

the right way with practical advice


from senior tech executives.


Learn how to prepare and what to expect.

The New CTO’s 
Handbook
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https://www.stxnext.com/ebooks/tech-leaders-hub-management-growth/
https://www.stxnext.com/ebooks/new-ctos-handbook/
https://www.stxnext.com/ultimate-guide-hiring-software-developers-on-site-remote-edition/
https://www.stxnext.com/python-vs-other-programming-languages/
https://www.stxnext.com/software-development-outsourcing-guide/
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Services
Your project is all that matters. We’ll build it like it was our own. Whether it’s team 

extension, end-to-end product development, or expert consulting you’re after, 

we’ll do everything in our power to meet your needs.

Python Development

Web Development Software Testing & QA Mobile Development

React Native Development

Fintech Development Machine Learning Data Engineering

Speed up work on your software projects 


and outpace the competition.

Tell us about your project

Hire us

Marta Błażejewska

marta@stxnext.com
+48 506 154 343

Follow us in f ig tw yt git beh mi

82

DevOps Product Design Discovery Workshops

Django Development Node.js Development

JavaScript Development .NET Development

Director  of  Sales

Sebastian Resz

sebastian@stxnext.com
+48 690 433 578

Head  of  sales

https://www.stxnext.com/services/python-development/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/web-development/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/software-testing-and-quality-assurance/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/mobile-development/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/react-native-development/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/fintech-development/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/machine-learning/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/data-engineering/
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https://www.facebook.com/StxNext
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https://twitter.com/STXNext
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCI1AvU1piMZ80LXboJmRroQ
https://github.com/stxnext/
https://www.behance.net/STXNextTeam
https://medium.com/@STXNext
https://www.stxnext.com/services/devops/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/product-design/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/discovery-workshops/
https://www.stxnext.com/services/django-development/
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